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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  The Mighty Atoms Edited by: Paddy Pamment and Jack Stirling  
For use in: Season 12 Week 4 Friendly matches played 31/1/24 

Correct as of: 31/1/24 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Which “finger-lickin' good” fast food chain was founded in Salt Lake City, Utah, and not anywhere in the state in its 

name? 

Kentucky Fried Chicken (Accept 

KFC) 

1b Which music superstar is currently on her Eras tour? This tour features songs such as "Shake It Off" and "Bad Blood". Taylor Swift 

2a Felix Klieser was born without arms, yet made his BBC Proms debut in 2023 playing Mozart's 4th concerto for which 

brass instrument, on which he uses his left toes to operate the valves? 
French horn (Prompt on Horn) 

2b Which French film, starring Sandra Huller as a woman accused of murdering her husband, was nominated for Best 

Picture at the 2024 Academy Awards? 

Anatomy of a Fall (accept 

Anatomie d'une chute) 

3a What first name is shared by the current PDC Darts World Champion with the surname Humphries, and the 16 year old 

with the surname Littler, whom he beat in the 2024 final? 
Luke 

3b Who was the fourth son of Edward III of England? He was the founder of the royal House of Lancaster; a forename is 

sufficient. 
John (of Gaunt) 

4a While the French-language shipping forecast usually refers to the same place names as in the UK forecast, some differ. 

"Antifer" is known in English as which region, named for an English island? 
Wight 

4b Lots of fruits aren't actually fruits. What four-letter word is the correct botanical term for an apple, from which the 

French word for apple can be derived? 
Pome (Accept Pomme) 

 
 
 



 
 
Round 2 

  1a Which English cricketer, born in Barbados, bowled the super over in the 2019 Cricket World Cup final for England? Jofra Archer 

1b Which constituency in North Yorkshire does Prime Minister Rishi Sunak represent in Parliament? It shares its name with 

an area of London. 
Richmond 

2a What is the name given by the Anangu people of Australia to the large sandstone formation that is also known as Ayers 

Rock? A dual naming policy has been in place since 1993. 
Uluru 

2b Which two words follow "specific" in defining the amount of energy required to change the state of one kilogram of a 

substance? 
(Specific) latent heat 

3a Which controversial YouTube beauty blogger and makeup artist had an extremely public feud with fellow beauty 

YouTuber Tati Westbrook in 2019? He was the first male ambassador of the makeup company Covergirl. 
James Charles 

3b Which German composer wrote the original soundtracks for Ammonite and Summerland, and won an Academy Award 

for Best Original Score in 2022 for All Quiet on the Western Front? 

Volker Bertelmann (accept 

Hauschka) 

4a Mixing yellow and red paint produces which secondary colour? Orange 

4b Who presents BBC One's The Traitors? She also co-presents Strictly Come Dancing with Tess Daly. Claudia Winkleman 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Round 3 

1a Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh; The Persistence of Memory by Salvador Dali; and Broadway Boogie Woogie by Piet 

Mondrian are all housed in the Museum of Modern Art - or MoMA - in which very large US city? 
New York City (or NYC) 

1b SNPs ["snips"] can be used to detect susceptibility to disease in molecular genetic epidemiology. If the S and N stand for 

"Single Nucleotide", for what does the P stand? 
Polymorphism 

2a Which Oscar-nominated Dame got her first tattoo at the age of 81 in 2016? She had the words "Carpe diem" tattooed on 

her wrist, as a birthday present from her daughter, Finty Williams. 
Judi Dench 

2b The Ming, Tang, and Song are all former dynasties that ruled in what modern-day country? People's Republic of China 

3a There are currently 67 populated places in the USA using the same name as the state capital of Illinois. What is this name 

that was also chosen as the hometown of the Simpson family in the Simpsons due to its ubiquity? 
Springfield 

3b Glenn Close plays US Vice President Kathryn Bennett, and Harrison Ford plays President James Marshall, in which 1997 

action film directed by Wolfgang Peterson, in which the president's plane is hijacked? 
Air Force One 

4a 
Franchise location name or nickname acceptable. Veteran baseball manager Bruce Bochy led which franchise to the MLB 

World Series in 2023, their first-ever title? Their star players include pitcher Jacob DeGrom and shortstop Corey Seager. 

Texas Rangers (Accept either 

underlined part. Do not accept 

Houston Astros) 

4b Grand Theft Auto 5 features many well-known names as radio DJs. Which American rapper and singer, known for his 

acclaimed albums Channel Orange and Blonde, hosts Blonded Lost Santos FM? 
Frank Ocean 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a Which German psychoanalyst is credited with founding feminist psychology, in response to Sigmund Freud's theory of 

penis envy? She is notable for developing a theory of ten neurotic needs. 

Karen Horney ["Horn-EYE"] 

(accept Danielsen) 

1b Which star of Caddyshack and the National Lampoon films made a return to television in 2009, playing the role of Pierce 

Hawthorne in the sitcom Community? 
Chevy Chase 

2a Before moving to the Riverside Stadium in 1995, which north-eastern English football team played at Ayresome Park? Middlesbrough FC 

2b The "Berlin trilogy" of Low; Heroes; and Lodger were albums all recorded by what English solo artist? David Bowie (accept David Jones) 

3a Which author has won both the Hugo and Nebula awards twice, for her books The Left Hand of Darkness and The 

Dispossessed? 
Ursula K. Le Guin 

3b Combining the chemical symbols for copper and barium gives the name of which Caribbean island country? Cuba 

4a Which New York Times word game, where seven letters are arranged in a honeycomb shape for the player to make as 

many words as possible from, shares its two-word name with a national competition for children in the US, that is 

sponsored by Scripps? 

Spelling Bee 

4b In January 2024, who became the new Prime Minister of France, replacing Élisabeth Borne? Gabriel Attal 

 



 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
Round 5 

1a Which controversial YouTube beauty blogger and make up artist has had many feuds with public personalities such as 

Tati Westbrook; Kat Von D; and Shane Dawson? Their namesake cosmetics brand includes pallettes such as Blood Sugar 

and Blood Money. 

Jeffree Starr 

1b Which two words follow "specific" in defining the amount of thermal energy needed to increase the temperature of one 

kilogram of a substance by one degree Celsius? 
(Specific) heat capacity 

2a The second-largest settlement called Springfield in the USA is in which state, whose capital and largest city is Boston? Massachusetts 

2b Glenn Close plays US First Lady Marsha Dale, and Jack Nicholson plays President James Dale, in which 1996 comedy film 

directed by Tim Burton, in which beings from a nearby planet invade Earth? 
Mars Attacks! 

3a The Night Watch by Rembrandt, The Milkmaid by Johannes Vermeer and The Merry Drinker by Frans Hals can all be 

found in the Rijksmuseum in what European capital city? 
Amsterdam 

3b Typically led by pharaohs, the Old Kingdom of Memphis was an ancient dynasty of what modern-day country? Egypt 

4a Which wicket keeper, now the captain of the men's limited overs England sides, completed the run out that ensured that 

England won the Cricket World Cup in 2019? 
Jos Buttler 

4b Which French composer wrote the original soundtracks for The French Dispatch and Boys in The Boat, and won an Alexandre Desplat 



Academy Award for Best Original Score in 2017 for The Shape of Water? 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 
Before moving to the Stadium of Light in 1997, which north-eastern English football team played at Roker Park? Sunderland AFC 

1b Which British film, starring Sandra Huller as the mother of a family living next to a Nazi concentration camp, was nominated 

for Best Picture at the 2024 Academy Awards? 
Zone of Interest 

2a Vitoria Bueno was born without arms, but after a breakthrough appearance on America's Got Talent All Stars, she now has a 

significant following as a practitioner of which of the performing arts? Sylvie Guillem and Tiler Peck are well known names in 

this art form. 

Ballet (prompt on dance) 

2b 
Combining the chemical symbols for lanthanum and osmium gives the name of which south-east Asian country? Laos 

3a Another shipping forecast area whose name differs between the UK and France, "Pas de Calais" is known in English as which 

region, named for a port? 
Dover 

3b The Bends; OK Computer; and Kid A were a run of three albums by which UK band? Radiohead 



4a On this day in 2022, The New York Times acquired what popular puzzle game for an undisclosed seven figure sum? This 

game now sits on the NYT’s Game section of their website. 
Wordle 

4b What name is shared by the fourth surviving son of Edward III of England, and the King of England between 939 and 946 

AD? 

Edmund (accept "of Langley" 

or "Edmund I") 

 
 
 
 
Round 7 

1a Which author has won both the Hugo and Nebula twice, for his books Rendezvous with Rama and The Fountains of 

Paradise? He is also known for co-writing the screenplay for 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
Arthur C. Clarke 

1b Which music superstar's 2023 tour was called Renaissance? The tour featured songs such as "Crazy in Love" and 

"Formation". 

Beyonce Knowles-Carter (accept 

either underlined part) 

2a Last year's PDC World Darts Championship also saw a final contested between two men with the same forename. 

Michael Smith became the 2023 champion, beating which Dutch former world champion in the final? He is also often 

known by a three-letter initialism. 

Michael van Gerwen (accept 

MvG) 

2b Élisabeth Borne was the second female Prime Minister of France. The first was which Socialist Party leader, who served 

from 1991 to 1992? 
Édith Cresson 

3a Which fast food chain, purveyors of an extremely popular Italian foodstuff, was founded in Wichita, Kansas? Gareth 

Southgate - among other England players - famously advertised this chain in the UK after a defeat on penalties to 

Germany in Euro '96. 

Pizza Hut 



3b Which comedian, who also appeared in National Lampoon's Vacation, made a return to television in 2015 alongside his 

son Dan, starring as Johnny Rose in Schitt's Creek? 
Eugene Levy 

4a Which Austrian-British psychoanalyst, who specialised in childhood analysis, was the primary figure in the development 

of object relations theory? She also coined the term "reparation" in 1921. 
Melanie Klein (accept Reizes) 

4b Lots of fruits aren't actually fruits. What five-letter word is the correct botanical term for a peach? Other "fruits" of this 

nature include apricots; olives; avocados; and plums. 
Drupe (accept stone fruit) 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a What is the tallest mountain in North America? Formerly named Mount McKinley, it was officially renamed in 2015, in 

respect of the local Koyukon people of Alaska. 
Denali 

1b Which county in the East of England follows "South West" to give the constituency for which Liz Truss is the current MP? Norfolk 

2a Which TV presenter and journalist got his first tattoo, a scorpion, at the age of 75 in 2013? He hosted the BBC's election 

night coverage from 1979 to 2017. 
David Dimbleby 

2b Which American singer and songwriter, who had a UK top 10 hit in 1984 with "Footloose", hosts Los Santos Rock Radio 

on GTA V [five]? 
Kenny Loggins 

3a Franchise location name or nickname acceptable. Bruce Bochy's World Series win with the Rangers was his fourth: with San Francisco Giants (accept 



which team did he win his first three rings, in 2010, 2012, and 2014? Their 2010 success was their first in 56 years, with 

Madison Bumgarner and Buster Posey integral to their victories. 

either underlined part) 

3b CRISPR ["crisper"] is a technique used for gene editing - for what does the 'P' stand? Palindromic 

4a Mixing yellow and blue paint produces which secondary colour? Green 

4b Alan Cumming hosts the TV show The Traitors in which country, where it is shown on NBC's streaming service Peacock? 

Former Speaker of the UK House of Commons, John Bercow, is currently competing in a second series. 
United States of America 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 

Spares 

1 The Talking Heads concert film Stop Making Sense was recently remastered and re-released by which film distributor? 

They have previously distributed films such as Everything Everywhere All At Once; Uncut Gems; and Midsommar. 
A24 

2 Which American chess grandmaster won the 2023 World Bullet Chess Championship, defeating Magnus Carlsen? He is 

also a popular chess streamer. 

Hikaru Nakamura (accept either 

name) 

3 With 203 caps, Gemma Fay is Scotland's most capped international footballer. What position did she play in? The most 

capped male Scottish footballer in this position is Jim Leighton. 
Goalkeeper 

4 COP29, the 29th meeting of the United Nations to discuss the effects of climate change, will take place in what city, the 

capital of Azerbaijan? 
Baku 

 
 


